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MAIN TEXT 
 
Abstract 
     For many macromolecular complexes, the inability to uniformly disperse solubilized 
specimen particles within vitreous ice films precludes their analysis by cryo-electron 
microscopy (cryo-EM). Here, we introduce a sample preparation process using “perpetually-
hydrated” graphene oxide flakes as particle support films, and report vastly improved 
specimen dispersion. The new method introduced in this study incorporates hydrated 
graphene oxide flakes into a standard sample preparation regime, without the need for 
additional tools or devices, making it a cost-effective and easily adoptable alternative to 
currently available sample preparation approaches.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
     Achieving uniform particle dispersion in the thinnest ice permissible by the specimen is a 
fundamental requirement of the cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) approach (Dubochet et 
al, 1988; Frank, 2006; Orlova and Saibil, 2011). Whilst cryo-EM has seen tremendous 
technological advances in recent years, a persistent problem is that many macromolecular 
complexes (e.g. viruses, multimeric protein assemblies) resist uniform dispersion within 
vitreous ice films spanning holes of an amorphous carbon support. The biconcave nature of 
unsupported nanometer-thick ice films, coupled with adhesion between specimen particles 
and the amorphous carbon support, cause particle agglomeration at the peripheries of holes 
thus preventing uniform particle dispersion (Fig. S1a) (Burrows and Penn, 2013). In severe 
cases, poor particle dispersion can preclude the application of cryo-EM to certain specimens.  
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To surmount this issue, various grid treatment, blotting and sample application methods 
have been proposed (Lu et al., 2009; Cheung et al., 2013; Meyerson et al., 2014; Razinkov 
et al., 2016; Arnold et al., 2016; Snijder et al., 2017). A particularly promising solution 
involves the use of sub-nanometer thick carbon films, such as graphene or graphene oxide 
(GO), mounted atop the amorphous carbon support as an additional sample support film. 
Such supports can potentially improve particle dispersion by providing a surface for 
particles to adsorb to during sample preparation (Fig. S1b), with minimal loss of image 
contrast via electron scattering (Pantelic et al., 2010; Pentelic et al., 2011). Whilst graphene 
is not water soluble or solution-processable, as-synthesized GO is intrinsically hydrophilic 
and can be readily solubilized in water and polar aprotic solvents (Paredes et al., 2008; 
Neklyudov et al., 2017). Furthermore, the numerous oxygen-containing functional groups 
located in the sp3-hybridised domains facilitate binding to organic materials through non-
covalent, covalent and/or ionic interactions (Loh et al., 2011). These qualities have led to 
much interest in utilizing GO in cryo-EM (Pantelic et al., 2010; Yuan et al., 2011; Patterson 
et al., 2012).  
     Reports utilizing graphene or GO in cryo-EM studies have typically employed 
commercial or self-prepared air-dried graphene/GO film grids. Due to the temporal 
adsorption of organic contaminants to these films under desiccating conditions, surface 
charges are gradually diminished, eventually rendering them hydrophobic (Dubochet et al., 
1982; Russo and Passmore., 2014). This loss of hydrophilicity severely inhibits successful 
particle adsorption, dispersion and can result in surface dewetting, which manifests as 
vitreous ice film discontinuity in cryo-EM  (Fig. S2) (van de Put et al., 2015). While various 
graphene/GO film pre-treatment processes have been proposed to prevent dewetting and 
improve particle dispersion, in general, they consistently seek to reverse or compensate for 
changes in charge states and the loss of hydrophilicity (Russo and Passmore., 2014; van de 
Put et al., 2015). 
     We hypothesized that particle adsorption to GO and thus dispersion could be ameliorated 
if this drying-related loss of hydrophilicity were avoided altogether by keeping the GO 
hydrated at all times. Based on this, we propose an alternative method that utilizes 
“perpetually-hydrated” GO flakes (hereinafter termed ‘hydrated-GO process’) to improve 
particle dispersion in vitreous ice films for a selection of macromolecular complexes.   
 
 
2. Grid preparatory methods tested  
Hydrated-graphene oxide process. Quantifoil R3.5/1 holey amorphous carbon films 
mounted on 200 mesh gold grids (Quantifoil Μicro Tools GmbH) were hydrophilised by 
plasma treatment of the carbon side only for 2 x 60 s (120 s total) in an Electron 
Microscopic Hydrophilic Processor (DII - 29020HD, JEOL), with the amorphous carbon 
support facing the plasma source. Plasma treatment was typically conducted an hour before 
use and grids were stored in a desiccator until required.  
     Hydrophilised grids were tweezed on the outer rim, with minimal intrusion into the grid, 
using Vitrobot-compatible tweezers (G3, Mel-Build) and placed inside the chamber of a 
Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI). Chamber settings were set at 4 °C and 100% humidity. Filter paper 
(#597, Whatman) was placed on both blotting pads approximately 30 min – 1 hr before 
blotting.    
     Hydrated graphene oxide flake dispersion at 2 mg/ml concentration (Sigma Aldrich, Cat: 
763705-25ML) was diluted 1/10 in Milli-Q water to a working concentration of 0.2 mg/ml. 
This dilution was typically done on the day of the experiment and kept at room temperature 
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until required. A 3 µl drop of the diluted suspension was pipetted onto the amorphous carbon 
support of the grid in the Vitrobot chamber and allowed to incubate for 50 s. Following this, 
3 µl of sample was pipetted onto the opposite, non-carbon face of the grid. Double-sided 
blotting was commenced immediately using a single blotting motion of blot force 2, blot 
time of 1 s and drain time of 1 s, followed by immediate plunge-freezing into liquid ethane. 
In total, the diluted graphene oxide flake dispersion was incubated with the grid for ~60 s 
before commencement of blotting (50 s initial incubation period plus ~10 s when the sample 
was being applied). 
 
Conventional vitrification process for unsupported vitreous ice films and air-dried 
graphene oxide film grids. The conventional vitrification process followed the same steps 
as the hydrated-GO process, as detailed above, except that no graphene oxide incubation 
step was implemented. Instead, 3 µl of sample solution was applied directly to either the 
hydrophilised amorphous carbon support of a Quantifoil R3.5/1 grid (for unsupported 
vitreous ice films) or the graphene oxide face of an air-dried graphene oxide film grid (see 
Air-dried graphene oxide film grid fabrication) inside the Vitrobot chamber.  Blotting 
conditions were the same as those used for the hydrated-GO process. 
 
Air-dried graphene oxide film grid fabrication. 3 µl of diluted (0.2 mg/ml) graphene 
oxide solution was applied to the hydrophilised amorphous carbon support of a Quantifoil 
R3.5/1 grid. The grid was incubated at room temperature for 40 s before excess liquid was 
removed by blotting with Whatman #597 filter paper. The grid was allowed to dry in a 
desiccator for 1 hr at room temperature. Fully dried graphene oxide film grids were then 
used in the conventional vitrification process, as described above.  
 
3. Electron microscopy and cryo-electron microscopy  
     Imaging of all grid preparations in this study was conducted using a prototype low-kV 
cryo-electron microscope (DMF4000) with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), diffraction, TEM and in-line electron 
holographic imaging capabilities, currently being developed at the Okinawa Institute of 
Science and Technology Graduate University (OIST, Japan), specific details of which can 
be found in Adaniya et al., 2018. All imaging was performed at 20 kV as this permits high-
contrast imaging of ice-embedded particles and easier assessment of ice thickness variations.  
All cryo-electron microscopy imaging was conducted when the measured holder 
temperature was between -175 °C and -180 °C. To visualize graphene oxide distribution 
across the entire grid surface, low-magnification images were acquired in either SEM or 
STEM mode. For imaging of individual holes, the microscope was operated in TEM mode, 
with point projection illumination conditions and with the grid situated 100 µm downstream 
from the electron beam convergence point. All images were acquired with an exposure time 
of 500 ms, which equated to a cumulative dose of 2 e-/Å2 on the sample. Images were 
recorded on an 8,000 x 8,000 pixel charged couple device (CCD) detector (TVIPS), with 4x 
binning applied to improve signal-to-noise.  
     To confirm the presence of vitrified graphene oxide flakes absorbed to the amorphous 
carbon support, parallel beam illumination was directed at the center of a presumably 
graphene oxide covered hole for 3 s, with the resulting diffraction pattern captured on the 
CCD detector. 
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Figure 1. Key steps in the hydrated-graphene oxide process  
A 3 µl drop of graphene oxide flake dispersion (diluted 1/10 in water from stock) is applied to the 
carbon side of a transmission electron microscopy grid and incubated for 50 s in saturating humidity 
(100%, 4 °C). During this period, graphene oxide flakes absorb to the amorphous carbon support. 
Following incubation, 3 µl of sample solution is applied to the opposite, non-carbon side of the grid. 
Double-sided blotting is commenced immediately (total graphene oxide flake dispersion incubation 
time ~60 s). This process causes graphene oxide flakes and sample particles to interact within the 
holes of the carbon support. Immediate plunge-freezing forms vitreous ice films with sample 
particles dispersed throughout. 
 
4. Perpetually-hydrated GO flakes can be incorporated into a standard sample 
preparation regime via the hydrated-GO process 
     The hydrated-GO process is introduced in section 2 (Hydrated-graphene oxide process) 
and Fig. 1. The process begins with the application of a drop of GO flake dispersion to the 
carbon face of a hydrophilised transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grid. To minimize 
evaporation, the droplet is incubated with the grid for 50 s under saturating humidity (100% 
humidity, 4 °C), during which time GO flakes ostensibly adsorb to the amorphous carbon 
surface. After the incubation step, a drop of sample is applied to the opposite, non-carbon 
face of the grid followed by immediate commencement of double-sided blotting and plunge-
freezing. This process results in vitrified flakes of solubilized GO distributed across the 
amorphous carbon support, the presence of which was confirmed by electron diffraction 
(Fig. S3a-c). Significantly, the hydrated-GO process can be conducted without the need for 
additional tools, devices or extraneous treatment steps above what would be necessary in a 
standard preparation repertoire, thus making it a cost-effective and easily adoptable method.  
     The precise details of the process itself can be adjusted to suit specific needs; for 
example, vitreous ice film thickness can be tailored by optimizing blotting force/time and 
the number of vitrified GO flakes can be adjusted by varying the concentration of the GO 
flake dispersion. However, for the purpose of comparability in this study, conditions were 
kept constant for all tests and samples. Blotting conditions were optimized with a bias 
towards achieving the thinnest vitreous ice films possible rather than for sufficient particle 
dispersion, which is typically aided by suitably thick ice films. While this was borne out of 
necessity due to the electron beam of 20 kV, it allowed us to investigate the performance of 
the hydrated-GO process in conditions not typically conducive to good particle dispersion 
thus representing ‘challenging’ scenarios. We envisage that the hydrated-GO process will 
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perform at least as well when blotting conditions are tailored more towards sufficient 
particle dispersion and not thin ice. 
     The GO flake preparation used in this study was supplied as dispersed monolayer GO 
flakes in water with an average flake size of 22 µm2 in surface area (based on manufacturer 
specifications), allowing for substantial grid coverage per flake. Each grid produced by the 
hydrated-GO process was inspected at low-magnification (full grid view) and 20 kV in order 
to qualitatively assess GO flake coverage. As can be seen from example images Fig. S3a 
and d, the vast majority of grid squares showed angular and patchy variations in contrast 
indicative and consistent with the presence of GO flakes. However, due to natural size 
variations, folding, fragmentation and aggregation of GO flakes in solution (the last of 
which is reversible by sonication, according to the product specifications), the distribution of 
GO flakes across the grid surface showed distinct variability, with some squares containing 
only small fragments of GO flakes while GO agglomerates were present in others. While 
this made precise quantification of grid coverage difficult, most grid squares displayed 
significant GO flake coverage (approximately 50% coverage or greater) (Fig. S3b,e). 
Electron diffraction analyses of grid squares with significant expanses of GO coverage 
displayed Bragg diffraction patterns consistent with monolayer GO (Fig. S3c), although it 
must be noted that bilayer GO with carbon atoms stacked in exact alignment (AA stacking) 
or in a Bernal-stacked form (AB stacking) would also display similar Bragg diffraction 
patterns and would therefore not be distinguishable from monolayer GO by electron 
diffraction (Charlier et al., 1992; Guadagno et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016). In our view, 
however, these precise stacking arrangements would not be the major forms given the 
imprecise nature of monolayer GO flake stacking in solution and inevitable ‘twisting’ 
between layers (Ramnani et al., 2017), which leads us to believe in a predominance of 
monolayer GO flakes (in targeted areas). 
     In general, we found the hydrated-GO process to be highly reproducible from grid to 
grid, with the ease of producing suitable grids no different to a conventional sample 
preparation regime. This is to be expected since the hydrated GO flakes are introduced into 
the sample preparation regime in a minimally intrusive manner. We believe this to be one of 
the key strengths of the proposed method since it would easily allow researchers to test the 
method with their samples.  
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Figure 2. Perpetually-hydrated graphene oxide flakes in vitreous ice films improve sample 
particle dispersion  
All images are acquired with strong defocus, low-kV TEM to provide strong particle contrast, as 
detailed in the main text. (A-C) Vitreous ice films of purified tobacco mosaic virus particles 
suspended within holes of amorphous carbon supports, prepared using (A) a conventional 
vitrification process (unsupported), (B) perpetually-hydrated graphene oxide flakes with the 
hydrated-graphene oxide process and (C) a graphene oxide film grid with an air-dried intermediate 
state. Isolated and dispersed tobacco mosaic virus particles were only observed with the sample 
prepared using the hydrated-graphene oxide process, as in (B). All scale bars, 1,000 nm. (D) 
Detector counts, normalized to peak counts, integrated down boxes in A-C (1,600 x 100 pixels) with 
respect to an unperturbed beam (Intensity/Intensitymax, Fig. S5). Wider plateaus in intensity from the 
hole centers to half radii distances (dotted lines) indicate more uniformly thick ice films in the 
presence of graphene oxide, with respect to the unsupported ice film..  
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5. Perpetually-hydrated GO flakes improve particle dispersion in cryo-EM 
     The effect of the hydrated-GO process on particle dispersion is demonstrated in Fig. 2.  
In this case, the dispersions of purified tobacco mosaic virus particles (TMV, ~34 MDa) 
were compared, following vitreous ice preparation with conventional (no GO, hereinafter 
termed ‘unsupported’ vitreous ice films), hydrated-GO, and air-dried GO processes, 
respectively.  In the first case, rigorous inspection of the grid revealed an almost total 
absence of TMV particles from within the holes (Fig. 2a), as expected. In contrast, when the 
hydrated-GO process was employed (with same source TMV sample), considerable 
improvements in TMV particle density and dispersion were consistently observed (Fig. 2b).  
Furthermore, when a more traditional GO process, with intermediate air-dry stages, was 
employed, the appearance was similar to the unsupported ice film reference case (Fig. 2c).  
This is important as it clearly shows that it is the “perpetual-hydration”, rather than just the 
presence of GO flakes, which is the decisive factor in improving particle dispersion.  A 
further positive finding was that with the hydrated-GO process, isolated particles were 
observed even with substantially diluted TMV samples. This is contrary to the typical 
requirement in cryo-EM for highly concentrated samples in order to achieve sufficient 
particle density (Note S1 and Fig. S4).       
      
Figure 3. Improved dispersion in vitreous ice films of erythrocruorin and bacteriophage T4 
with the graphene oxide-optimized process 
(A,B) Cryo-electron microscope images of purified erythrocruorin (A) and bacteriophage T4 (B) in 
vitreous ice films prepared with a conventional vitrification process (top) and the graphene oxide-
optimized process (bottom), showing vast improvements in particle dispersion in the presence of 
graphene oxide. All scale bars, 1,000 nm. (C) High-magnification view of ice-embedded T4 particle 
adsorbed to graphene oxide (top), with corresponding peak count-normalized profile along the red 
line (bottom). Reduced beam intensity at the particle, with respect to surrounding areas void of 
particles, suggests thicker ice in this region.  
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To assess the effect of GO on the shape of vitreous ice films, normalized beam 
intensity profiles, after correction for the unperturbed beam profile (Fig. S5), were 
compared. With the conventional vitrification process, the unsupported ice film biconcavity 
resulted in gradual decreases in intensity from the center holes to the periphery. In both 
cases where GO was present, wider plateaus of uniform intensity were detected at the 
centers of the holes, indicating reduced biconcavity and more uniformly thick ice films in 
the presence of GO (Fig. 2d). Thus, while both the hydrated-GO process and air-dried GO 
film grid result in better thickness uniformity, only the hydrated-GO process accomplishes 
this in tandem with improved specimen dispersion. 
 
6. Sample and GO flake incompatibility issues are avoided through a double-sided 
application and blotting scheme 
     The double-sided application and blotting approach, as detailed in Fig. 1, was identified 
as a critical component in this process, owing to problems with specimen and/or GO flake 
aggregation. For example, when the GO flake dispersion and a sample of purified 
erythrocruorin (~3.6 MDa) were mixed, considerable and near instantaneous aggregation of 
GO was observed (Fig. S6). By partitioning the two solutions with the grid, brief mixing is 
primarily restricted to the blotting phase of the process and through the holes of the 
amorphous carbon support. This temporal and spatial segregation scheme minimized GO 
aggregation and resulted in a marked improvement in erythrocruorin dispersion (Fig. 3a). 
As samples can essentially be used as-purified (albeit at optimized concentrations), this 
should vastly broaden the potential applicability of the hydrated-GO process. 
 
7. Vitreous ice film thickness conforms to GO adsorbed particles through a self-
regulatory mechanism 
     The hydrated-GO process was also tested on enterobacteriophage T4 (~195 MDa). This 
is a challenging specimen that typically resists uniform dispersion in prohibitively thin ice 
films due to the large dimensions (1195 x 860 Å) of its icosahedral head structure (Fokine et 
al., 2004). Without needing to change blotting conditions (conditions where kept constant 
throughout all tests in this study) to create thicker, more accommodating vitreous ice films, 
good particle dispersion was successfully achieved with the hydrated-GO process (Fig. 3b). 
Interestingly, regions of gradually-reducing beam intensity were observed centered at the 
GO-adsorbed T4 particles (Fig. 3c), which suggests locally thicker ice in these regions. We 
hypothesize that the vitreous ice conforms to the GO-absorbed particles, possibly due to 
these particles retaining an encompassing shell of liquid when the majority is removed 
during blotting (Fig. S7). This self-regulatory mechanism of ice thickness would be highly 
beneficial in avoiding unnecessarily thick ice films. 
 
8. Conclusions 
     As cryo-EM has developed into an indispensible tool in structural biology, the further 
widespread application to various macromolecules will be partly governed by the ability to 
successfully disperse particles in vitreous ice films. In this study, we’ve demonstrated that 
multiple sample preparation benefits of GO can be exploited by maintaining constant 
hydration. The hydrated-GO process successfully integrates GO into a conventional sample 
preparation regime without the need for additional tools or devices, making it a cost-
effective and easily adoptable method. Although the use of graphene  and GO films in cryo-
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EM is well documented, we found the hydrated-GO process to perform significantly better 
than conventional air-dried GO film grids with regard to increasing particle dispersion. 
Furthermore, whereas graphene, GO and thin carbon substrates often require significant 
preparatory periods for grid fabrication and/or cleaning (if commercially available grids are 
used), the hydrated-GO process essentially fabricates a hydrophilic GO film grid during the 
blotting phase thereby only adding an additional incubation step of ~60 s to the total sample 
preparation regime, making it a highly efficient method.  
     In this study, we’ve refrained from making direct claims regarding the effect of the 
hydrated-GO process on achievable structural resolution. We cannot rule out the possibility 
that for certain specimens, for example, where preferential orientations are adopted upon 
binding to the GO flakes, structural resolution may be hindered by the presence of GO. 
However, it is evident from this study that for specimens where poor dispersion completely 
precludes analysis by cryo-EM, the hydrated-GO process should be advantageous since it 
will, at the very least, allow for some degree of structural analysis to occur. We believe that 
the hydrated-GO process will be most beneficial when applied to such samples. It should 
also be noted that the ability to successfully disperse particles in vitreous ice films has uses 
beyond single-particle and tomographic cryo-EM approach. For example, the emerging field 
of individual/single molecule imaging could benefit from the hydrated-GO process since 
these imaging methods do not require a large particle data set but would instead be 
dependent on vitreous ice film thickness, concomitant with the low-energy beams used 
(Stevens et al., 2011, Longchamp et al., 2017, Adaniya et al., 2018). Being able to image 
particles near the centers of grid holes, where vitreous ice films are typically thinnest, would 
be highly advantageous for such imaging schemes.   
     The true widespread effectiveness of the hydrated-GO process, in improving sample 
dispersion and achievable structural resolution, requires further investigation on a case-by-
case basis. Nevertheless, the significant improvements seen for the specimens in this study 
are promising signs indeed and will hopefully engender further investigations into the use of 
perpetually-hydrated GO flakes in cryo-EM. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Figure S1.  Particle dispersion in vitreous ice films within holes of an amorphous carbon 
support 
(A)  Nanometer-thick unsupported vitreous ice films are biconcave in nature, causing particles in 
solution to agglomerate at the peripheries of holes. Non-covalent, covalent and/or ionic interactions 
between specimen particles and the amorphous carbon further prevent uniform dispersion of 
particles. (B) Thin carbon films, such as graphene oxide, mounted atop the amorphous carbon 
support can promote particle dispersion by providing a surface for particles to adsorb to during 
sample preparation.   
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Figure S2. Dewetting of air-dried graphene oxide films during sample preparation causes 
vitreous ice film discontinuity 
The above image shows a cryo-electron microscope micrograph of a vitreous ice film of distilled 
water, prepared using an air-dried graphene oxide film grid. The hydrophobic nature of dehydrated 
graphene oxide causes surface dewetting during sample preparation, manifesting as local ice-free 
pockets in vitreous ice films. Such a localized ice-free pocket is shown here, with the region of 
increased beam intensity (A) indicating the absence of vitreous ice from the graphene oxide surface, 
surrounded by darker regions of vitreous ice (B). Scale bar, 1,000 nm. 
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Figure S3. Hydrated-graphene oxide process sample preparation results in vitrified graphene 
oxide flake adsorption to the amorphous carbon support 
(A,D) Low magnification STEM image of a grid following hydrated-graphene oxide process sample 
preparation, showing areas of contrast variation within a large number of grid squares. Scale bar, 500 
µm.  (B,E) STEM image of an individual grid square reveals the possible presence of adsorbed 
graphene oxide flakes. Scale bar, 30 µm. (C) Low-energy (20 kV) electron diffraction acquired from 
a covered hole shows the characteristic six first order Bragg diffraction spots of graphene oxide, 
confirming the successful adsorption of graphene oxide flakes to the amorphous carbon support. 
Scale bar, 5 nm-1. 
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Figure S4. With the hydrated-graphene oxide process, even with relatively low sample 
concentrations the dispersion of particles in the suspended vitreous ice is adequate 
(A) Cryo-electron microscopy image of tobacco mosaic virus particles dispersed in a vitreous ice 
film suspended within the hole of an amorphous carbon support, prepared using an undiluted tobacco 
mosaic virus sample (concentration ~ 5.5 mg/ml) and the hydrated-graphene oxide process. Tobacco 
mosaic virus particles are dispersed in the hole at a high density. (B) Hydrated-graphene oxide 
process applied to the sample after 1/50 dilution in distilled water (concentration ~ 0.1 mg/ml). 
Particles can still be observed near the center of the hole (refer to Note S1). All scale bars, 1,000 nm. 
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Note S1. Number of vitreous ice film-embedded tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) particles per hole of an 
amorphous carbon support after sample preparation  
 
In order to assess the dependence of particle density and dispersion on sample concentration, the number of 
expected TMV particles per hole was calculated as follows: 
 
Sample: Purified TMV (average length, 300 µm; molecular weight, ~ 36 MDa) (Steven et al., 2016) solution 
with a measured protein concentration of 0.1 mg/ml (1/50 diluted sample, Fig. S4b) 
 
Grid: Quantifoil 3.5/1 (3.5 µm diameter holes) 
 
Assuming a homogenous dispersion of TMV particles in the sample solution: 
Moles of TMV per µl  =      0.0001 (g)            x       1 _       
     36,000,000 (Da)    1000 
= 2.8 x 10-15 mol/µl 
 
Assuming a continuous vitreous ice film thickness of 0.1 µm (conservative estimate): 
Volume of ice in grid hole  = π x 1.752 x 0.1 
    = 0.96 µm3 
 
Volume of solution per hole = 0.96 (µm3) x 1 x 10-9 
= 9.6 x 10-10 µl 
 
Moles of TMV per hole  = 2.8 x 10-15 (mol/µl) x 9.6 x 10-10 (µl) 
= 2.7 x 10-24 mol  
 
TMV particles per hole   = 2.7 x 10-24 (mol) x 6.02 x 1023 (Avogadro’s constant) 
    = 1.6 or 1-2 particles per hole  
Even with a conservative vitreous ice film thickness estimate of 100 nm, the number of TMV particles per hole 
seen after sample preparation with the hydrated-GO process exceeds expectation (Fig. S4b). Based on data not 
included in this study, we estimate the thickness of vitreous ice films using the hydrated-GO process to be 
between 30 - 50 nm for TMV, which would reduce this figure to 1 particle per hole or fewer. 
 
Observations with TMV would therefore indicate that the use of GO in the hydrated-GO process enhances 
particle density and dispersion within holes of amorphous carbon supports beyond what would be possible 
using a conventional vitrification process. 
 
Since a protein concentration of 0.1 mg/ml for a ~36 MDa specimen is regarded as low for cryo-EM, this 
suggests that the hydrated-GO process can avoid, to some degree, the typical requirement for highly 
concentrated samples to achieve satisfactory particle density and dispersion in vitreous ice films.  
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Figure S5. Profile of normalized detector counts of unperturbed electron beam  
20 kV electron beam illumination through an empty 3.5 µm hole of a Quantifoil 3.5/1 grid for 500 
ms. Scale bar, 1,000 nm. 
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Figure S6. Solution incompatibility causes graphene oxide flake aggregation 
Mixing of a solution of graphene oxide flake dispersion and purified erythrocruorin, at a volumetric 
ratio of 100:1, causes near-instantaneous aggregation of graphene oxide, as reflected by the loss of 
graphene oxide flake dispersion homogeneity after 60 s incubation at room temperature. Scanning 
electron microscopy evaluation of the graphene oxide flake dispersion + erythrocruorin mixture 
reveals large graphene oxide aggregates (white area) and the absence of solubilized graphene oxide 
flakes. Scale bar, 500 µm.   
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Figure S7. Hypothetical model of vitreous ice film surface topology conforming to a particle 
absorbed to graphene oxide  
With the hydrated-graphene oxide process, particles adsorbed to the graphene oxide surface retain an 
encompassing shell of solution during blotting, resulting in increased ice thickness around the 
particle, with respect to areas void of particles. Ice thickness around adsorbed particles is therefore 
regulated by the dimensions of the particles. 
 
 
